
Letter to Future Students  
What is your advice for a student from the next cohort who takes LAWS1207? 
(Worth 5%)  

For your final assignment, you will write a welcoming letter “coaching” a future student who is beginning 
their first day in this “Law Enforcement in a Diverse Society” course. This is your opportunity to reflect on 
what helped  — and did not help —  you work through each of the class activities, tests, and 
assignments and gift a future student with your wise teaching. Submit your letter (meeting all the criteria 
below) by the due date is posted on Blackboard.  

Course overview
Spice of Life video - cultural awareness

Diversity-friendly communications style

Visual Intelligence text 

Visual intelligence in-class activities and practice

Individual tests and team-based “scratch-and-win” tests

Diversity observations

Gender, transgender and sexual consent

Food bank

Religion and religiously-motivated hate crimes

Truth and Reconciliation graphic novel

The Mask You Live In video

Miss Representation video

Syrian family visit

Honour-system and bonus points based on the honour-
system
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Grading rubric 5 points 
Perfect!

0 points   
(one or more 

errors)

Mentoring attitude. Helpful coaching.
A helpful attitude. Taking leadership as a sincere mentor invested 
in helping future students learn about diversity theories and 
evidence and adopt social justice practices.

Insincere or less than 
helpful coaching.

Honesty and respect.
Your honest reflection about your actual experiences in this course. 
“Diversity-friendly, respectful style.

Lack of honesty or 
respectful tone.

Content

Discuss: (1) your successes and challenges with at least 3 course 
actives; (2) personal reflection; and (3) how this course content 
affected your preparation for your future career as a law 
enforcement officer.

Less than 3 course 
elements discussed.

Word count Minimum 250 words. You must include your word count.
Less than 250 words 
or missing word 
count.

Perfect spelling and grammar Perfect spelling and grammar
One or more 
mistakes.

Submitted before the deadline posted 
on the Blackboard calendar Submitted on time. Submitted late.


